Peace and Prosperity
The union of Man and Woman is like the mating of Heaven and Earth.
It's because of their correct mating that Heaven and Earth last forever.
Humans have lost this secret and therefore, become mortal.
Those who do not understand, let them either remain silent or learn.
We have been lullabied into a false reality created to benefit off the Energy We exert building its existence,
perpetually. We must gain a better perspective on Life and Our Destiny to be what Our Creator intended. This
isn't a given. You must want it. Ask yourself, " Am I perturbed by the conditions of My Life?" Also, ask yourself,
"What is My position in Life?" After answering those questions proceed to challenge every aspect of Your Life
to triumph over and reform to establish new Governing principles.
Believe not in some old manuscript. Believe not because it's your National belief. Believe not because you
have been made to believe from your childhood. Reason Truth out and, after You have analyzed it,
then if You find it will do good to all, live it out. Help others to live it and believe no more. Know it! Truth is a
Knowledge and does not depend on belief to sustain it.
The enmity toward the Mother extends to Nature, which is seen as an antagonistic Force to be conquered and
exploited. Her secrets are turned against Her by rampant technology and foundations of Life crumble before
Our eyes. The continuous conflict and wars mark characteristics of an age dominated by masculine
archetypes. Each war stepping up the scale of destruction a notch higher than the previous one. Finally, the
attempt to dominate Nature has bred a weapons technology that threatens to annihilate all humanity. It's the
masculine archetype run riot, poisoning all Life to Death.
0-Position
1-Image
2-Reflection
3-Creation
4-Foundation
5-Germination
6-Manifestation
7-Perfection
8-Transformation
9-Completion
I Will Peace 4 Now.
It is better digest small amounts to prepare Your system for the long haul.
Peace and Harmony,
Rahim the Architect

